Business and IT leaders rely on Aragon Research to help them make better technology and strategy decisions.

Our distinguished, objective, and action-oriented research and advisory offers professionals the immediate insights they need to address their business and IT challenges, delivered through a personalized and affordable approach.

**Provisor Plus Overview**

Provisor Plus is Aragon Research’s core research and advisory service. This service provides you with:

- 2 seatholders, designated by you, who have access to our Aragon Insight Network (AIN), where research is accessible
- AIN Community Participation
- Analyst Inquiry
- Access to Aragon Live, our weekly research community meeting
- Access to Visual Research, text-based research embedded with video

**Visual Research**

In the era of Digital Transformation, technology is constantly evolving, markets are changing and consolidating, and new providers are emerging to disrupt tech titans. It’s challenging to keep up with the latest trends and market insights—but what’s even more challenging is finding the time to read research documents, documents designed to give you this crucial information.

We launched Visual Research—text-based research embedded with video—to give you insights faster, because when you learn faster, you can make decisions faster, giving you a competitive advantage.

**Connect with Aragon**

- Talk to your Account Executive today about getting started with Provisor Plus and the benefits to becoming an Aragon Research client.
- info@aragonresearch.com
- 1 (888) 650-2586